Irreversible electroporation (IRE) is a new technology for ablating aberrant tissue that utilizes pulsed electric fields (PEFs) to kill cells by destabilizing their plasma membrane. When treatments are planned correctly, the pulse parameters and location of the electrodes for delivering the pulses are selected to permit destruction of the target tissue without causing thermal damage to the surrounding structures. This allows for the treatment of surgically inoperable masses that are located near major blood vessels and nerves. In select cases of high-dose IRE, where a large ablation volume is desired without increasing the number of electrode insertions, it can become challenging to design a pulse protocol that is inherently nonthermal. To solve this problem we have developed a new electrosurgical device that requires no external equipment or protocol modifications. The design incorporates a phase change material (PCM) into the electrode core that melts during treatment and absorbs heat out of the surrounding tissue. Here, this idea is reduced to practice by testing hollow electrodes filled with gallium on tissue phantoms and monitoring temperature in real time. Additionally, the experimental data generated are used to validate a numerical model of the heat transfer problem, which is then applied to investigate the cooling performance of other classes of PCMs. The results indicate that metallic PCMs, such as gallium, are better suited than organics or salt hydrates for thermal management, because their comparatively higher thermal conductivity aids in heat dissipation. However, the melting point of the metallic PCM must be properly adjusted to ensure that the phase transition is not completed before the end of treatment. When translated clinically, phase change electrodes have the potential to continue to allow IRE to be performed safely near critical structures, even in high-dose cases.
Introduction
Reversible electroporation has been used over the past two decades to facilitate the transport of molecules across cell membranes without directly compromising cell viability [1] [2] [3] . Additionally, irreversible electroporation (IRE) has emerged as an effective focal ablation technique that disrupts cell membranes beyond the point of recovery [4] . When performed clinically, these procedures involve placing electrodes into, or around, a target tissue and applying a series of short, but intense, pulsed electric fields (PEFs). Oftentimes, patient specific treatment plans are employed to guide procedures by merging medical imaging with algorithms for determining the electric field distribution in the tissue [5] [6] [7] . The electric field dictates treatment outcomes by increasing a cell's transmembrane potential to levels where it becomes energetically favorable for the membrane to shift to a state of enhanced permeability [8] . Successful cancer treatments have been designed that combine reversible electroporation with the delivery of chemotherapeutic agents [9] or plasmid DNA [10] in the form of electrochemotherapy (ECT) and electrogenetherapy (EGT), respectively. The same is true for IRE, without the requirement for adjuvant molecules [11] .
PEF protocols for tissue electroporation are designed to limit Joule heating. That is, the number of pulses, pulse duration, pulse amplitude, and pulse repetition rate are chosen in combinations that can induce electroporation without raising the tissue temperature to levels capable of causing thermal damage. ECT and IRE typically involve multiple, high voltage ($1000 V) pulses with durations on the order of hundreds of microseconds, whereas EGT protocols also include lower voltage ($100 V) pulses with durations on the order of tens of milliseconds to facilitate electrophoresis of DNA [12] . Because the mechanism of action is nonthermal, treatments can be performed in close proximity to major blood vessels without concern for heat sink effects that can protect tumors from thermally mediated therapies. Additionally, the nonthermal mode of ablation in IRE spares extracellular matrix components, including major nerve [13] and blood vessel [14] architecture, which promotes rapid recovery following treatment [15] and allows for the treatment of several surgically inoperable tumors [6, 7] .
Situations can arise in which it is challenging to design an electroporation protocol that simultaneously covers the targeted tissue with a sufficient electric field and avoids unwanted thermal effects. For instance, hallmarks of thermal damage have been seen adjacent to the electrodes in select cases of high-dose IRE, where the applied voltage was raised ($3000 V) to ablate a large volume in a single treatment [16] . This is presumably due to the steep electric potential gradient that occurs in the vicinity of the electrode edges. Similarly, when treating subcutaneous lesions, there is a high probability for thermal damage in the overlying skin layers [17] . The skin acts as a resistive barrier that effectively shields the underlying tissue from experiencing electroporation. As a result, the skin is exposed to a comparatively higher electric field, and the applied voltage must be increased in this case as well to ensure proper treatment of the underlying tissue.
In our previous work, we theoretically showed that phase change materials (PCM) could be incorporated into electrode designs to reduce the probability for thermal damage adjacent to electrode boundaries during large IRE ablations of the liver [18] . The specific PCM investigated was disodium hydrogen phosphate dodecahydrate, which is a salt hydrate that stores a large amount of latent heat upon melting during treatment narrowly above physiologic temperature. To the best of our knowledge, this was the first time a numerical model of the phase change problem was developed to study electroporation devices. Up to this point, PCMs have been primarily used in the biomedical field in storage devices to protect temperature sensitive substances during transport [19] , in clothing to protect the human body from extreme temperatures [20] , and in contrast agents for image enhancement [21, 22] . Outside the biomedical field, they are slowly becoming commonplace in industrial applications of thermal protection of electronic devices [23, 24] , green energy storage [25] , and vehicle and building temperature regulation [26] .
Here, we expand upon our previous theoretical results by experimentally investigating the use of PCMs in electroporation devices. In this first reduction to practice, electrodes were fabricated with a gallium core and pulses were applied to ultrasound gel, which served as a tissue phantom [27] . For comparison, solid metal electrodes were also fabricated and tested. Temperature was monitored in real time, and numerical models were constructed to match the data generated for each electrode type. The models were identical to those presented in [18] , with the exception that no blood perfusion or metabolic processes were present in the tissue phantom. A parametric study was conducted on the experimentally validated models to elucidate the effect of varying electrode radius, electrode spacing, PCM melting point, and PCM thermal conductivity on temperature mitigation. A major finding is that with proper tuning of the PCM melting point, metallic PCMs possessing a comparatively higher thermal conductivity than salt hydrates are better suited as an electrode core material.
Methods
Experimental Setup. To fabricate the PCM electrodes, round brass tubing (4.0 mm diameter, 0.4 mm thickness, K&S Precision Metals, Chicago, IL, USA) was machined to length (2.46 cm), and high voltage wire was soldered to one end (22 AWG, Daburn, Dover, NJ, USA) to simultaneously plug the tubing and form connections to the pulse generator (ECM 830, BTX Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA, USA). Then, solid gallium (99.99% pure, GalliumSouce, Scotts Valley, CA, USA) was liquefied above its melting point (29.8 C) [28] in de-ionized water and injected into the remaining open end of the hollow tubing. The gallium was allowed to re-solidify in the electrode core at room temperature [ Fig. 1(a) ]. Solid metal electrodes were fabricated in a similar process using brass rods of equivalent dimensions.
Electrodes were spaced 0.43 cm edge-to-edge by drilling holes into a printed circuit board. The printed circuit board also provided a convenient port for a fiber optic temperature probe (Luxtron m3300, LumaSense, Santa Clara, CA, USA), which was located À2.0 mm in the x and y direction relative to the center of the leftmost electrode. Real-time temperature measurements were taken every 0.25 s to validate the numerical model described below. The entire setup was placed on the surface of a 100 ml glass beaker that was filled with ultrasound transmission gel (Mojility agent, MOtion1, Nashville, TN, USA), such that the electrodes extended À1.93 cm into the ultrasound gel in the z direction. As shown by the output of the numerical model (see Fig. 3 ), the height (7.05 cm) and diameter (5.03 cm) of the beaker were large enough to avoid edge effects. Etheridge et al. have characterized the thermal properties of ultrasound gel and, in the process, shown that it is a viable tissue phantom material [27] . The phosphorescent sensor at the end of the temperature probe extended À1.80 cm in the z direction from the surface of the ultrasound gel. All experiments were conducted inside an incubator set to 25 C. This ensured that temperatures reached during treatment surpassed the melting point of gallium.
The pulse protocol consisted of ninety-nine 2 ms pulses delivered at a rate of 1 pulse per second. The applied voltage was set to 500 V, which was the maximum voltage at which the pulse generator could operate in low voltage mode. This produced a higher quality rectangular waveform and lowered the likelihood of arcing in the ultrasound gel. At this voltage-to-distance ratio, the relatively long 2 ms pulses that are characteristic of EGT procedures were required to generate temperatures capable of initiating the gallium phase transition. A total of six beakers filled with ultrasound gel were placed in the incubator 6 h prior to treatment in order to allow time for equilibration with the surrounding environment. Treatments with the solid electrodes (n ¼ 3) and PCM electrodes (n ¼ 3) were conducted at random, and a 10 min delay period was included between trials to allow the electrodes to return to their baseline temperature.
Simulation of the Experimental Setup. A 3D finite element model was developed using COMSOL Multiphysics 4.2 a (Stockholm, Sweden) to simulate the electric field and temperature distributions throughout the experimental procedure ( Fig. 1(b) ). The core material of the electrodes was varied between the proposed gallium PCM and a solid metal equivalent to the brass shell. The use of the glass beaker to contain the ultrasound gel was replaced with insulative boundary conditions to reduce the total number of mesh elements and speed computation time. Specifically, a finer, free tetrahedral mesh was used, which resulted in 79,198 elements and less than 0.5% difference in temperature calculations at the location of the fiber optic probe upon successive refinements. Replicating the 150 s experimental treatments (99 s of pulsing plus an additional 51 s to observe cooling) required approximately 20 min of computational time. This relatively long time is due to the small time step (0.05 s) and low tolerance (0.001 relative, 0.0001 absolute) that was chosen in order to accurately resolve the phase transition in the PCM electrodes without oscillations in the predicted temperature. All simulations were performed on a Dell Precision T3500 Workstation (3.20 GHz, 12 GB Ram).
To account for the solid (s)-liquid (l) phase transition in the PCM domain, the effective heat capacity method was implemented by including the latent heat of fusion k (80.2 kJ/kg) [28] in the volume average of the specific heat capacity at constant pressure
where H is the volume fraction of solid material defined by 1 -flc2hs [(T À T M ),T R ] and T M is the melting temperature over the transition range T R . This Heaviside function approximates the logical step H ¼ 1 for T < T M and H ¼ 0 for T > T M by smoothing the transition within the interval T M -T R < T < T M þ T R using a continuous second derivative. Smoothing is required for the strict solver to handle step changes [29, 30] . The term P is a normalized pulse around the transition temperature defined by differentiating flc2hs [(T À T M ),T R ] with respect to temperature. The temperature (T) distribution was solved using a modified heat conduction equation that includes Joule heating (Q J ) due to the application of PEFs
where q eq and k eq are volume averages of the density and thermal conductivity, respectively
Outside the PCM domain, the equations for equivalent specific heat capacity [Eq. (1)], density [Eq. (3)], and thermal conductivity [Eq. (4)] were replaced with constant values to represent the brass shell and tissue phantom domains. The thermal conductivity and specific heat of the ultrasound gel (Table 1) were taken from piecewise fitting equations [27] at 25 C to two significant figures. The density of the ultrasound gel (Table 1 ) was taken to be the manufacture's value reported in [27] . In all domains, the Joule heating term
was obtained by first solving for the spatial distribution of electric potential (U) under the electroquasistatic approximation:
where r is the electrical conductivity, and the electric field (E) is defined as -rU. This describes the stationary field present during the constant voltage pulses. The electrical conductivity of the ultrasound gel (Table 1 ) was measured at 25 C using a conductivity meter (B-173, Horiba, Kyoto, Japan). The Joule heating term was scaled by the duty cycle (pulse duration/period between pulses ¼ 2 Â 10 À3 ) to ensure that the total energy deposition matched the experimental protocol (2 ms pulse once every second). Using the duty cycle approach, as opposed to simulating each individual pulse, eases the computational burden and alleviates the need for an adaptive time stepping to resolve microsecond and millisecond order pulses within a treatment lasting several seconds. Additionally, it has been validated as providing an accurate prediction of the temperature distribution [31] .
Electric potential boundary conditions of 486 V (output average) and 0 V were applied along the outer surfaces of the energized and grounded electrode shells, respectively, and the initial voltage was set to 0 V in all domains. Additionally, all outer boundaries were treated as electrically insulating ( À n Á J ¼ 0). In terms of the thermal initial and boundary conditions, the initial temperature T 0 was set to 25.9 C (baseline average) in all domains and in the exterior surroundings T ext , and the bottom and vertical boundaries of the tissue phantom domain were set as insulation [Àn (ÀkrT) ¼ 0]. Treating the upper surface of the tissue phantom and electrodes as the upside of a horizontal plate, and the sides of the electrodes as vertical surfaces, the temperature was calculated using buoyancy induced convection [Àn (ÀkrT) ¼ h(T ext À T)]. For each case, the average heat transfer coefficient (h) was determined from
where Nu is the Nusselt number and L is a characteristic length scale. The length scale for the vertical case is the height of the exposed electrode surface, and the length scale for each horizontal case is the respective ratio of area/perimeter. The average Nusslet number for each case can be found in [33] , and all material properties are evaluated at
A parametric study was performed on the transition range of the gallium to optimize the fit with the experimental results. T R was varied (0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 1.5 C), and an overall regression coefficient was determined according to [27] where T exp and T num are the experimental temperatures and numerical temperatures, respectively, for a given time at the location of the fiber optic probe. T exp is the average experimental temperature over all times at the location of the fiber optic probe. Experimental and numerical temperatures were taken at 1 s intervals for 150 s.
Effects of Varying Electrode Properties. The experimentally validated model was used to investigate a clinical IRE scenario with varying electrode properties. A parametric study was performed on electrode radius (0.5, 0.75, 1.0, and 1.25 mm), and PCM melting point (T M À T 0 ¼ 1, 4, 7, and 10 C). The range of applicable electrode radii spans from commercially available IRE probes (NanoKnife Single Electrode, AngioDynamics, Queensbury, NY, USA) at the lower end to biopsy needles at the upper end [34] . While the variation in PCM melting point may seem idealized, it is physically possible to raise/lower the melting point of gallium through alloying processes [35] . To maximize the volume of PCM inside the electrode core, the shell thickness was reduced to 0.25 mm, which is similar to certain hollow dispensing needles (Howard Electronic Instruments Inc., El Dorado, KS, USA). An IRE protocol reported in [16] was chosen here to investigate whether PCMs could mitigate temperature increase during these type of large liver ablations. Specifically, the applied voltage was increased to 3000 V across an electrode spacing of 1.5 cm (edge-to-edge). The edge-to-edge spacing was held constant for all electrode radii to ensure equal voltage-to-distance ratios (2000 V/cm). The pulse duration and the total time of pulsing were reduced to 90 ls and 70 s, respectively, and the electrical conductivity of the ultrasound gel was maintained at 0.13 S/m, which matches that of liver tissue at 25 C [36] . Following the initial parametric study, simulations on reduced electrode spacings (1.5, 1.0, and 0.5 cm) more comparable to the experimental setup were also performed to test the limit of PCM effectiveness and evaluate changes in the spatial temperature distribution. In each of these cases, the applied voltage was varied to maintain a constant voltage-to-distance ratio of 2000 V/cm.
The parametric study on electrode radius, spacing, and melting point was repeated for PCM thermal conductivities one and two orders of magnitude lower than gallium in both the solid and liquid phases. This simulation was designed to conceptualize alternate classes of PCMs, including salt hydrates (k eq /10) and organics (k eq / 100). All other thermal properties were held constant. This ensured an equivalent heat of fusion per unit volume and heat capacity per unit volume between all trials. Interestingly, if the thermal conductivity is also held constant, varying the PCM density, heat of fusion, and heat capacity does not affect the results as long as the products of heat of fusion with density and heat capacity with density remain the same. This is because the product (qc p ) eq on the left-hand side of Eq. (2) is unchanged. Salt hydrates and organics with similar products to gallium are commercially available [37] .
Results
Experimental Results and Numerical Model Validation. A comparison between the experimentally measured temperatures and the numerically predicted temperatures is shown in Fig. 2 . The experimental data are presented as the average of n ¼ 3 trials by the dotted lines, and sample standard deviations are given at 5 s intervals. In the case of the solid electrodes, the temperature at the location of the fiber optic probe increased over 11 C above the baseline during treatment. The temperature increase was limited to approximately 4 C in the case of the PCM electrodes, which is over a twofold reduction in peak temperature when compared to the solid electrodes. Despite this significant reduction in temperature, the gallium core remained fixed within the brass shell, which suggests that the phase transition process is in its early stages.
In the case of the solid electrodes, the numerical model (solid lines) accurately predicts the experimentally measured temperatures within a single standard deviation at a majority of time points by using analytically derived boundary conditions and material properties taken from the literature (Fig. 2) . The only unknown variable for the PCM electrodes was the transition range of gallium. The results of the parametric study performed on this variable indicate that the highest correlation between measured and predicted temperatures occurs when T R was set to 0.5 C (R 2 ¼ 0.74), which results in a 1 C transition interval (T M 6 T R ). Lower values of T R , or more abrupt transitions, overestimated the measured temperature at the onset of the phase transition, whereas higher values of T R , or more gradual transitions, underestimated the measured temperature at the onset of the phase transition. The opposite was true during the return to baseline following treatment. As in the case of the solid electrodes, the predicted temperatures produced by the optimized gallium transition range were in agreement with measured values from the PCM electrodes within a single standard deviation at a majority of time points. A plot of the volume fraction of solid gallium within one of the electrodes (Fig.  2, insert) indicates that there was preferential heating/melting on the deep-medial portion of the electrodes. It also suggests that the phase transition in these regions is complete, while a majority of the superficial gallium remains solidified ensuring containment within the brass shell.
Solutions from the validated numerical model for the electric field and temperature distributions at the end of treatment are shown in Fig. 3 . There was no electrical conductivity dependence on temperature included in the model, and the electric field distributions for both scenarios are identical [ Fig. 3(a) ]. As a general rule of thumb, any regions of tissue exposed to an electric field threshold of 500 V/cm or greater are subject to IRE [38, 39] . A comparison of the volume of tissue subject to temperature changes indicative of thermal damage versus the volume of tissue subject to IRE is presented following the parametric study on electrode spacing (see Table 2 ). For the solid electrodes [ Fig. 3(b) ], a maximum temperature of 47.9 C occurred at the center of the tissue domain between the electrodes. This was a 22 C increase above the baseline temperature. By incorporating a PCM core, the maximum temperature reached between the electrodes was only 41.2 C. Therefore, the change in temperature was reduced by approximately 7
C. This reduction would likely become more pronounced during longer protocols, or shorter protocols at higher voltage, until the gallium completely enters the liquid state. Figure 4 shows temperature profiles resulting from the parametric study on electrode radius and metallic PCM melting temperature during the clinical IRE scenario (1.5 cm electrode spacing). The temperature data was evaluated at the medial electrode-tissue interface 1.80 cm below the surface of the ultrasound gel (same depth as experimental recordings). In all cases, including the solid electrodes (dotted lines), as electrode radius increased, the peak temperature at the end of treatment was reduced. This is due to the fact that larger electrodes have a diminished electric potential gradient along their boundaries. However, solid electrodes generally produced higher temperatures than PCM electrodes of equivalent radius. One exception occurred for large PCM electrodes with a T M that exceeds the core temperature during treatment [ Fig. 4(d) where
Effects of Varying Electrode Properties.
In this case there was no phase transition and the heat capacity per unit volume was greater for the solid electrode.
The temperature profiles also illustrate the tradeoff between choosing a T M that is low enough to begin absorbing heat at the start of treatment and a T M that is high enough to avoid complete melting before the end of treatment. For example, in Fig. 4(c) when T M was 1 C above the ambient temperature, the center of the core at a depth of 1.80 cm was completely melted by 35 s (indicated by the vertical arrow), and the temperature increased at a faster rate for the remainder of the treatment due to a decreased heat capacity per unit volume. For larger electrodes capable of holding a greater volume of PCM, the transition time is extended, and a T M of 1 C above the baseline is advantageous [ Fig. 4(d) ]. Figure 5 shows temperature profiles at identical points of interest from the parametric study when repeated for an organic PCM (k eq /100). Similar trends were observed as in the metallic case, with the main exception being the rate of temperature increase during the phase transition. Due to the increased thermal resistance, the temperature increased at a faster rate throughout the phase transition. However, this was balanced by the fact that it takes longer for the organic to melt. For example, in Fig. 5(c) when T M was 1 C above ambient conditions, it took 68 s for the center of the core to melt at a depth of 1.80 cm (indicated by the vertical arrow). This occurred nearly in unison with the end of treatment at 70 s. As a result, the organic PCM maintained a final peak temperature that was lower than that of the metallic PCM of equivalent radius and melting point. It is important to note that the salt hydrate PCM (k eq /10) resulted in the highest temperatures during treatment for all parameter combinations (data not shown). Figure 6 summarizes the results of Figs. 4 and 5 by compiling the data for temperature increase by the end of treatment. As a whole, the metallic PCM provides the most reduction in temperature at any given radius if the melting point is tuned correctly. However, as mentioned, if melting is completed relatively early on, it becomes possible for the organic PCM to provide better results given the increased thermal resistance and extended transition zone. This special case is highlighted by the negative bar in Fig. 6(c) .
Differences in phase transition kinetics for various thermal conductivities are shown in Fig. 7 . The electrode radius is 1 mm and the PCM melts at 1 C above baseline. The metallic PCM was characterized by smooth transition at the center of the core at a depth of 1.80 cm [ Fig. 7(a) ]. In contrast, the organic PCM remained solid at that position until 66.65 s and then melted abruptly over the next 1.8 s. The salt hydrate PCM presented certain features of both the metallic PCM and organic PCM, giving it the longest overall transition time of 38 s. Due to the high thermal resistance of the organic PCM, it took the longest for heat to conduct inwards from the treated tissue to the electrode core. As a result, a ridge of solid material remained in the core at the end of treatment [ Fig. 7(b) ]. The melting front in the metallic or salt hydrate core surpassed or was approaching the air-tissue interface, respectively. Table 2 compares the volume of tissue experiencing an increase in temperature capable of causing thermal damage (V TD ) to the volume of tissue subject to IRE (V IRE ) when reduced electrode spacings are used. The reported values are for an electrode radius of 1 mm and PCM melting points of 1 and 4 C above baseline. During in vivo IRE, when temperatures go above 43 C, traces of thermal coagulation as well as heat shock proteins are seen [40] . This is equivalent to a temperature rise of 6 C (T 70 -T 0 ) above physiologic baseline (37 C), which is taken here to represent the threshold for thermal damage. As mentioned, the IRE threshold is based on a value of 500 V/cm [38, 39] . Spatially, as the electrode spacing decreases from 1.5 to 0.5 cm, the location of the peak temperature within the tissue domain shifts from the electrode-tissue interface to the center between the electrodes. Therefore, the PCM is less effective at removing heat as the spacing decreases. However, at a spacing of 0.5 cm, there is no need for the use of a In the x-y plane, the cross section is taken at a depth of 1.80 cm from the surface of the ultrasound gel. In the x-z plane the cross section is taken through the center of the electrodes (y 5 0). Transactions of the ASME PCM core, as the solid electrodes alone do not cause thermal damage. The benefit of PCM inclusion is seen clearly for a spacing of 1.5 cm. Gallium that melts 4 C above baseline reduces the V TD /V IRE ratio from 0.1097 in the solid case to 0.0207, indicating that nonthermal IRE is the primary mechanism of cell death. For an electrode with a radius of 1.25 mm (not in Table 2 ), a gallium core that melts 1 C above baseline eliminates thermal damage altogether by the standards described here. This specific case is emphasized again in the discussion.
Discussion
The results presented above demonstrate that electrodes containing a PCM core can be used to mitigate temperature development during therapeutic electroporation. The choice of gallium as the PCM was made for several reasons. First, its phase is easily manipulated slightly above room temperature, which makes it a logical selection for experimental validation. Second, the thermal conductivity of metallic PCMs are considerably higher than other classes of PCMs, such as salt hydrates and organics. This enhances heat dissipation to the external environment and keeps temperatures closer to the melting point during the phase transition. Lastly, as alluded to earlier, gallium can be alloyed with bismuth to raise its melting point above physiologic temperature [35] . This will be required for the treatment of deep-seated tumors. For tumors treated noninvasively with plate electrodes, pure gallium may be acceptable since the equilibrium temperature between the target tissue and air is expected to be below 30 C. Because metallic PCMs have a low thermal resistance and heat uniformly, they melt relatively quickly compared to other classes of PCMs. For shorter ECT and EGT protocols, or when using electrodes with a larger radius, metallic PCMs with a melting point close to ambient conditions are ideal. However, for longer IRE pulse protocols, such as those requiring 90 pulses to achieve contiguous ablations when the electrodes are spaced 2 cm apart [41] , or when using electrodes with a smaller radius, the melting point should be raised to ensure that the phase transition process does not subside before the end of treatment. This relationship between the optimal melting point and electrode radius can be seen in Fig. 6(a) . As the electrode radius increases, the optimal melting point for mitigating peak temperature shifts to lower values. In industrial applications demanding multiple melting-freezing cycles, the re-solidification period also plays into the choice of PCM [42] . For electroporation-based therapies, this is less of a concern as electrodes are typically single use.
According to the parametric study, the greatest reduction in peak temperature at the end of treatment, when compared to solid electrodes, was 5.6 C [ Fig. 6(a) ]. This was obtained with a 1.25 mm radius electrode containing a metallic PCM that melts 1 C above ambient conditions (T 70, solid -T 70, gallium ¼ 34.8 C -29.2 C ¼ 5.6 C). IRE protocols that produce tissue temperatures below 42 C are associated only with nonthermal pathologic features, including dehydrated cells and hemorrhagic infiltrate [40, 41] . As mentioned, when temperature goes above 43 C, traces of thermal coagulation as well as heat shock proteins are seen [40] . Therefore, even a modest reduction of 5.6 C could improve the safety of high-dose IRE protocols performed near thermally sensitive structures. If our results are projected from a physiologic baseline temperature (37 C) as opposed to the incubator temperature (25.9 C), any thermal damage that occurs when solid electrodes are used is likely to be eliminated by incorporating a PCM core (T 70, solid -T 70, gallium ¼ 45.9 C -40.3 C ¼ 5.6 C). Specific calculations for thermal damage based on the simulations presented herein were not made due to the fact that experiments were conducted below physiologic levels and the emphasis was placed on elucidating the effects of varying electrode properties. However, relationships between electrode properties and the increase in temperature above a baseline are still expected to translate clinically when trying to avoid reaching temperatures above 43 C. Volume changes and fluid flow of the PCM melt were not considered as part of the experimental validation, as a majority of gallium remained solidified. Future work is required to investigate the extent to which these phenomena influence simulations during which the phase transition is completed. The effect of buoyancy induced convection is expected to be small due to the small volume of PCM between the electrodes, which are acting as fins [43] . Presumably, convection will have a greater influence on PCMs that transition from liquids to gases around body temperature, such as low boiling point perfluorocarbons [21, 22] that may serve to further mitigate temperature increase. Additionally, while gallium contracts upon melting, perfluorocarbons expand upon vaporization, which must be taken into consideration during the design and manufacturing processes.
It was shown in our previous theoretical study [18] that the greatest difference in tissue temperature between solid and PCM core electrodes occurs along the electrode-tissue interface, which is coincidentally where the highest probability for thermal damage occurs during large ablations [16, 40, 41] . Therefore, a point along this interface was also selected here for a majority of the parametric study analysis. In the experimental setup, the fiber optic temperature probe was placed in the port on the printed circuit board that fell closest to this interface to try and depict the maximum difference. Placement of the probe between the electrodes and placement of multiple probes was avoided, as they have been shown to distort the electric field distribution [39] and likely the accompanying temperature distribution. However, validation of the numerical model at multiple points of interest should be performed in future work. Additionally, it was assumed that the alternate classes of PCMs had the same optimized transition interval as gallium (1 C) , and more experiments on organics and salt hydrates are required to better characterize their cooling performance.
It is clear that additional benchtop testing is required to address the limitations posed above. The promising results presented here also warrant in vivo experiments on living tissue. With these studies it would be possible to perform gross pathologic and histopathologic evaluations for comparison with temperature measurements and thermal damage calculations. In living tissue, as opposed to phantoms, electroporation increases the tissue electrical conductivity [44] , and subsequently heating. This dynamic feature should be incorporated into future models, as it may affect thermal damage calculations [45] and phase change kinetics.
Conclusion
The incorporation of PCMs into biomedical devices offers a largely unexplored opportunity to enhance therapeutic outcomes. Here we show their potential to safely expand the parameter space when applying nonthermal electroporation to treat aberrant cell masses (i.e., treat large masses with a single electrode insertion without exceeding a critical thermal limit). In future work there is room to optimize electrode designs for improved heat transfer into the PCM domain, especially in the case of organics. This could involve added PCM compartmentalization with fins. Outside the field of electroporation, PCMs may also prove useful for thermal ablation modalities, either to prevent tissue vaporization at the site of treatment or reduce the risk of distant grounding pad burns. Furthermore, PCMs present many unique solutions for improving diagnostic imaging and aiding in the storage and preservation of biological materials. Due to this wide variety of applications that can benefit from the inclusion of PCMs, it is likely that their usage will increase over the next decade. 
